
Concerto for Rock Group and Orchestra – Deep Purple 

LSO conducted by Paul Mann. (There is another version – the original) 

Memory lane, listening to the wonderful Deep Purple 

playing in the Albert Hall in 1969 - their 'Concerto 

for Pop Group and Orchestra'.  

The old English eccentric, Malcolm Arnold whose 

music I really like a lot and the hairy and mean 

looking Deep Purple sitting on the same stage!!! It 

was something not to be missed and the whole 

project really fascinated me at the time. 

The mixing of a symphonic orchestra with a rock 

band was something that seemed impossible and 

listening to this piece today, I still do hear clashes of 

style that perhaps are a bit difficult. The problem 

possibly, is that the two outlooks are very different 

and so we have the meeting in a way, of two 

opposites. (Reminds me of hifi sites where people 

get themselves into opposing wrangles and it never 

seems to resolve too well!!!) 

 

I have always found this to be a strange piece due to the clash of styles and also the fact that you have 

an acoustic collection of instruments playing alongside electronic sounds. Also, with a large orchestra, 

rhythmically, they can be slightly less precise than the smaller ‘rock group’ and so the two put together 

can also clash in terms of timing, with the ‘rock group’ being much more immediate than a large 

orchestra. 

If you have a DVD of an orchestra, watch the downbeat of the conductor. Sometimes, the orchestra will 

seem to lag behind the conductor’s down beat. This can happen, but as long as they all lag at the same 

time, this isn’t a problem. A rock group will sound much more up front by comparison. 

It follows the classical ‘form’ of a concerto and even finishes with traditional ‘gallop’ last movement. For 

people not familiar with the concerto it is generally regarded as a piece for a 

soloist, accompanied by an orchestra. However, in this case, the soloist is a 

‘rock group’. 

Perhaps this is more like a Baroque concerto grosso which used a group of 

soloists, like the Bach Brandenburg concertos for instance. In those days, it was 

more about a contrast between the two groups and I think that this is more like 

what happens in this concerto. Sometimes the contrasts are ‘startling’ because 

one group is acoustic and the other is electronic. 

So perhaps this concerto is more based around the idea of a Baroque concerto 

but it retains Classical ideas in the use of cadenzas, where the soloist plays entirely on their own and 

literally improvises a passage. I have a kind of problem with the improvised cadenzas in this piece 

because normally, the cadenza would be based on musical ideas from the concerto itself. The cadenzas 

in this concerto seem quite distinct and basically a passage to enable the soloist to go off at a tangent. 

Perhaps for this piece, it’s actually better to have a musically untrained mind in order to appreciate it 

more than a mind that tells you that musically, the piece has its problems, although I still enjoy its 

extravagance. 

I both met and admired the late Jon Lord’s work as a performer and as a composer. In fact, he also 

wrote pieces for keyboard players and notated them, so my guess is that he probably had a very big 

influence on this piece and very likely composed/scored a great deal of it. The scoring for the orchestra 

is superb and is extremely effective. For me, it’s the juggling of power between the two groups that 

presents the biggest problem. 

The original 

version 



The version I have been listening to is ‘Live at the Royal Albert Hall’ which includes many other Deep 

Purple numbers as well, so it’s a good album. I’m just going to run through the Concerto. 

The first movement is 17’04” long. For a rock person, that’s a long time so the piece needs to keep 

pulling the interest in for those who are mot perhaps even keen on an orchestral sound. 

The piece starts with low tremolos on the strings and a pattern of pizzicato notes on the ‘cellos and 

double basses. This tense opening provides a dramatic background for a really haunting clarinet melody 

that starts on the 7th degree of the scale. (It kind of evokes a ‘blues’ feel’) in fact, this is based on a G 

blues scale of G Bb C D F G. (Useful for a rock group that will be improvising ‘cos it’s easier!!) The 

clarinet is answered by flutes and then it repeats the melody. Another repeat with two clarinets in thirds 

and then another romantic sounding answer, building up to the strings playing their first motif which is 

answered by a solo timp that plays a descending chord that introduces the brass section. 

So far, the rock group has sat silent and we have heard now all of the sections of the orchestra, 

although not flat out yet. The five note motif is spread around the orchestra, all imitating each other. By 

the way, the timps can play tunes via pedals that they have and this is what he does here. He plays the 

motif – G G Bb C D as well. 

The section builds up to a climax with the upper strings playing an ostinato (repeated figure) and the 

whole movement starts to gain a lot more momentum. 

After a loud brass fanfare, we hear this wonderful French horn melody, whacked out over the top. 

Change of key (as in a standard classical concerto),  loud tremolo strings and this glorious melody 

played by the horns in unison, then in harmony again. 

The orchestra answers and the pace goes straight down with sections answering each other again. Into 

a pizzacato section on the strings. This all sounds so classical/romantic. Almost fugal where sections 

imitate each other. 

Sudden stop for the bassoon and again a build up to that 4 note motif and a lower string tremolo with a 

repeating figure that always reminds me of Bartok’s Concerto for Orchestra. (This might be on purpose) 

You feel that something is going to happen since it builds again. This stops for another loud brass chord 

section and then they start whacking out the clarinet melody loud with the strings whizzing around.  

Everything calms down once more with some block brass chords. A woodwind passage with a new 

melody which again, is beautiful. It sounds very pensive. 

A sudden big build up with those whizzing motifs, a big brass chord and then ...... 

The timp slams out the 5 note motif, the woodwind play a syncopated accompaniment while the clarinet 

plays an almost hysterical melody over the top. (With an oom pah backing) Others join in. Strings join in 

and then ....... 

a startling change. The rock band’s first entry – 3 fat chords.  The orchestra answers and the band plays 

it again and another answer. The band then plays the chords syncopated. (off beat) Last gasp from the 

orchestra and then the rock band slams in with a heavy rock style, playing this romantic melody in a 

really aggressive way. They then play this improvised passage. I love Jon’s organ sound and the 

improvisation is absolutely glorious on the guitar. It’s based on one chord and the blues scale. Typical 

rock. This features the guitar. 

Back to the opening clarinet melody played by the rock band. They make way for a startled sounding 

orchestra then they play this motif again back at the orchestra.... and again. Almost like an argument 

between them. 

The orchestra bring this episode to a close with a new French horn melody. (It’s based on what was 

played earlier) Another clarinet solo followed by the oboe, bassoon, flute and builds onces again to a 

brass blast before the rock band come tearing in again. 



A faster version of the slow theme and now time for Jon to improvise with his wonderful organ sound; 

again based on just one chord and the blues scale. The rock bands comes right down in dynamic ready 

to let the orchestral strings through. The strings play the five note motif. 

Next – Guitar, full cadenza. Everyone stops except for him. He improvises around blues ideas, bending 

notes and swooping all over the place. It’s quite frantic. The audience claps – which is poor protocol) 

The orchestra plays that haunting opening passage again and it builds up to bass chords again. It 

becomes quite frantic with the trumpets playing the blues melody and echoed by the others until it rests 

on some block chords which are then swapped between the rock band and orchestra. Their powers don’t 

quite match) 

The clarinet plays a cadenza like passage which links to another build up (The audience clap again!!). 

The orchestra have another battle3 of chords which gains in momentum and the whole piece ends in 

deadlock with these aggressive stab chords to finish. 

I’ll leave the second and third movements to you. If you’re new to this piece, maybe this description will 

guide you through what’s happening. IMO, this piece has some real highlights but also its own set of 

problems with the genres clashing. 

For that reason, it’s a very useful listen, inspite of the recording being live, a bit noisy with the audience 

there etc. 

The emotion contained in this recording however is staggering. You sense nervousness about it and the 

trepidation that comes from what is about to happen in this music. It has never really communicated 

like this with me ever before. The first version left me kind of puzzled.  

It really smacks you in the face when the band enter after the long orchestral intro and for some reason, 

they just don't sound as separate as I remember in the original recording. 

 

There is a studio version 

that Jon produced before he 

died: 

 

 


